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Introduction

Advances in observations and 
techniques, consequences:

Changes of perspectives

Change of methods

Modelling the Milky Way 
around 2010-2020

 



  

Gordon E. Moore's law (1965)

Historically unprecedented 
technological revolution
(~10x performance every 5yr over 60yr)

For complex sciences (biology, 
astronomy, earth-sciences, 
chemistry, ...), high performance 
computing plays the rôle that maths 
have fullfilled over last centuries for 
physics

Perfomance of the present top 
computers becomes easy to access

~ after 5-15 yr for average scientists

~ after 20-30 yr for the public

=> as in other sciences, advances in computer technology 
     have a major impact in astronomy 



  

Moore's law @ Top 500 (top500.org)



  

Moore's law @ Top 500 (top500.org)



  

Moore's law @ Top 500 (top500.org)



  

(2006 Nature 440)



  

Purpose of computer simulations

Like maths for theoretical physics, but for complex 
systems 

=> additional tool to traditional maths

Provide ability to summarize complex systems like a 
galaxy by a deterministic controlled scheme 

=> understanding, insight

Provide the ability to predict facts, from better insight, 
estimate effects without computer 

=> possibility to steer observations by precise goals



  

Change of paradigm

For galaxies, computer simulations are more and more 
providing more faithfull models than traditional models 
based on maths

Indeed: with ~1011 stars

=> with 100 stars/phase space cell to represent a 
reasonably smooth distribution function: 109 cells

=> (109)1/6 ~ 32 bins / coordinate only

=> the smooth phase space flow model is not a better 
description of stellar galaxies than a N-body model 
with N~109

Today N > 1010 becomes increasingly accessible 
(Teyssier et al 2009, Springel et al 2005, Boylan-Kolchin et al 2009) 



  

Dehnen 1998

=> Complicated, non-smooth phase space structure

Local stellar kinematics
from Hipparcos



  => bars and spiral arms are strong non-linear density perturbations,
     self-gravity is locally dominant 

Infrared view of the spiral stellar content



  

Milky Way CO survey (Dame et al 2001)

=> Complicated clumpy gas structures and kinematics



  

Ibata et al. 2005

Milky Way and Andromeda stellar halos

=> Complicated non-virialized stellar halos



  

Theoretical understanding of spiral galaxies

=> time-dependent galactic potential



  

Theoretical understanding of spiral galaxies (Fux 1997,1999)



  

 (Fux 1999)



  

(Fux 1999)

=> only time-dependent galactic
potential can match observations



  

● All these works point to the need to consider the Milky-Way as a 
time-dependent and non-axsymmetric 

● Only fully self-consistent N-body models can achieve the level of 
detail required by future observational data. 



  

Future simulations

With N=1010 -1011 particles each (bright) star can be 
represented in a Milky Way N-body model where particles 
can represent at least all the massive stars, and groups of 
low mass stars/binaries

=> Phase space correlations (streams) can be studied and 
compared

The problem of softening almost disapears

Large sets of smaller N-body models with different initial 
conditions can be performed

Precise simulations of observations are possible at a level 
matching GAIA results



  

Galactic gas dynamics is still a 
very hard problem though.  

Springel (2009) using 
computational geometry 
(Voronoi space decomposition + 
volume preserving scheme) 
solve several problems:

The respective shortcomings 
of AMR and SPH methods

Natural evolution of 
lagrangian meshes without 
cell streching

Refining and derefining 
lagrangian schemes while 
conserving integrals

AREPO software (Springel 2009)



  

Conclusions

At the level of precision reached by present and future 
instruments disk galaxies must be seen as time-
dependent structures with multiple patterns rotating at 
different speeds 

Modelling the optical part of the Milky-Way with with N-
body models containing as much particles as stars is 
feasible during the next decade

Gas and dust modelling will remain a problem for a 
longer time



  

A 30 million body model of the 
future Milky Way with gas 

(with Yves Revaz)
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